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1/21/10 
Hi.  I would like to see a transparent, fair and open process for choosing what will go on top of 
the library lot on 5th Ave.  If we decide to go with something involving a commercial real estate 
developer, such as a conference center or mixed use development, the project needs to cash 
flow by itself with no monetary assistance from the city of Ann Arbor, and we need proof of a 
demonstrated need for such development, so it does not cannibalize existing businesses, but 
instead augments the city as a whole. 
 
Thank you! 
 
Kathryn Coon 
717 John A Woods Drive 
734-678-8899 
 
 
 
1/21/10 
Dear Mayor Hieftje, Councillors, and members of the Library Lot Advisory Committee, 
 
I am deeply troubled by the direction you are taking for what goes on top of the old “Library Lot.” 
 
It appears that you have among yourselves made a plan for the use of this public land without 
allowing for the public to know and participate. 
 
Currently you are listening to five responses to your Request for Proposals for use of this land.  
The public is allowed to be in the audience.  But most of the public does not know about this 
opportunity to listen and ask questions, just as they did not know why the RFP was worded as it 
was.  The public had not been heard in discussions preceding the RFP. 
 
Your RFP stated that proposals shall be judged on their financial return to the City. 
 
I believe that this is a mistake that must be corrected.  The future use of this key open space at 
the heart of our city should be judged not for the money it will bring into City coffers but for its 
value as a common space belonging to all citizens now and in future generations.  It is the only 
undeveloped space centrally located for a park large enough for community celebrations, rallies, 
demonstrations, for gatherings at times of shared grief, for musical and dramatic performances, 
for resting between errands, for recreation, for green respite in the midst of an increasingly 
dense downtown. 
 
There are many other places where developers can build hotels or conference centers.  But 
there is only this unique location for the urban park which Ann Arbor needs.  And it already 
belongs to us. 
 
I am worried that you are blinded by the terms of your RFP, which was worded with a foregone 
conclusion (a big hotel and conference center) already in mind.  The City’s current financial 
straits have also influenced your direction.  With money so scarce and needs so great as during 
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the present recession, it is tempting to lease this public land to a private developer in the hope 
of financial gain for the City.  But it would be very wrong to bargain away the public’s jewel – this 
community open space – FOREVER, just to ease our finances in a difficult time. 
 
Besides, there is reason to doubt that a private development on this land, even subsidized by 
the city’s investment in the parking and foundation supports, would bring in money at all.  It 
might fail, as such proposals and structures have failed in the past.  And we would be left with a 
white elephant and having lost forever our hope of a central urban park. 
 
I am sure you do not want to be remembered as the people who bargained away our real 
treasure.  Think of the regret we feel about losing our Courthouse Square in the 1950s.  That 
was done to save money – a paltry amount compared to the loss of that green oasis, the historic 
gathering place since our town was first settled.  Don’t make that mistake again! 
 
Please take a deep breath and set aside the requirement that the Library Lot be developed in a 
way to make a profit.  Instead, put first the unique potential of this space to bring people 
together:  a community space which can evolve to accommodate many activities, a place of 
beauty that will be remembered by all our generations and all who visit our town. 
 
Mary Hathaway 
1407 Wakefield Avenue 
Ann Arbor, 48103 
 
 
 
1/20/10 
Dear Members of the Advisory Committee, 
When I read about a possible urban park for the top of the new library parking structure, I was 
very excited.  My family and I live close to downtown, we walk and ride bikes to many locations 
throughout the city, including the library, and have been hoping that one of the park proposals 
would win out.  As a former Dahlman business tenant, I put a lot of faith in his proposal.  He was 
an outstanding landlord, managing his properties well and often putting in upgrades before they 
were requested.  Given his track record, I feel confident that any proposal he stood behind 
would be nothing less than excellent. 
 
Now I hear that the mayor and other members of the council have long since been talking to 
developers about putting a conference center on the site and are frustrated by delays imposed 
by the airing of alternative proposals.  If true, this is outrageous.  The citizens of the community 
have every right to influence the development of that parcel.  It’s in the middle of the city and 
their suggestions, concerns and opinions should be heard.  Has anyone looked at the numerous 
under-utilized conferences centers in our economically depressed state?  If Ann Arbor was able 
to draw considerable conference traffic, does the conference center need to be in the middle of 
our downtown?  In my opinion, a park, rather than a conference center, would do much more to 
bolster Ann Arbor’s reputation as a great little city. 
 
I was glad to hear that time was spent last night to review the two urban park proposals.  I’m 
really hoping that one of these wins out and that the underlying objective of “milking this 
property for as much as we can” is replaced with a commitment to uphold the high quality of life 
Ann Arbor residents have come to expect and appreciate. 
 
Sincerely, 



Carol A. Seidl 
1717 S. University Avenue  
 
 
 
1/20/10 
Good Morning, 
I have just learned that Chuck Skelton, president of Hospitality Advisors Consulting Group, a 
firm that performs site analysis, feasibility and valuation of hotels all over the country, recently 
stated that it's doubtful in these market conditions in Ann Arbor's small market that a hotel or 
conference ctr. could be successful. 
 
Thank you for your consideration of this opinion from an expert. 
 
Elizabeth Hunter 
Ann Arbor 
 
 
 
1/20/10 
Ms. Kahn, 
I’ve looked into these allegations in the last few days as on the face of them such actions seem 
suspect.  However, as it turns out the Mayor and Mr. Fraser met only on a few occasions to 
share their perspectives on what the community’s expectations were for the site.  Valiant and 
other respondents sought that kind of input not only from Mr. Hieftje and Mr. Fraser but from 
many other stakeholders including but not limited to the Library Director, DDA Director, U-M 
officials, community leaders, Chamber President, and many others.  Some respondents sought 
more input than others and over longer periods of time (in the case of Valiant).  As best as I can 
tell, at no time has any City official pushed one proposal over another.  Any deliberations over 
who should be recommended to the City Council for development of the site rest solely with the 
Library Lot RFP Advisory Committee (which I Chair).  Furthermore, the proposals submitted are 
not the same concept clearly indicating that despite sitting down with the same individuals 
around town, the respondents came up with different ideas for the site.  I hope that provides 
greater assurance that the process has not been biased.  Moreover, we have allowed for a 
public input from the outset of the RFP review process and one which we intend to carry forward 
for as long as is appropriate prior to the Committee reaching consensus on a recommendation. 
 
Stephen Rapundalo 
City Council – 2nd Ward 
City of Ann Arbor  
Email:  srapundalo@a2gov.org 
Tel: (734) 476-0648 
 
 
 
1/20/10 
It has come to my attention that, beginning in 2008, discussions took place between Valiant 
Partners, LLD, Mayor Hieftje and Roger Fraser regarding a conference center on the Library 
Lot.   I object that, while leading the citizens of Ann Arbor to believe they have a voice in the 
decision of what to do with the Library Lot, the mayor and others are trying to push through 
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something that is not in the best interest of the city of Ann Arbor and its citizens. 
 
-Kitty B. Kahn, 515 Krause Street, Ann Arbor 48103  
 
 
 
1/19/10 
The entire process behind the Library Lot stinks. Smells like rotting fish. 
 
By the timeline of events it's clear what was going on and that the Valiant Group had inside 
information and the inside track. 
 
It is evident that there were discussions, emails and personal contact between Fraser, certain 
council members, the Mayor and Valiant BEFORE the the project or the RFP was made public. 
And to this day no-one has categorically denied that this is the case.  Nor has anyone come 
forward to refute the allegations based on the now well known timeline of events.  
 
This is outrageous behavior by a few council members who appear to have been in collusion 
with Fraser and Valiant. 
 
How blind do you think people are?  
 
Richard Cronn 
805  5th Street 
Ann Arbor 
 
 
 
1/19/10 
Dear folks, 
 
I just read Sabra Briere's e-mail from Jan 18 recounting her experience and timeline for the 
discussions around the library parking lot redevelopment process.  It makes for disturbing 
reading. 
 
It's not so much that I'm in favor of any particular plan, it's the front-end loading of a rather 
specific plan that was put into the pipeline before public discussions could begin.  The lack of 
transparency disturbs me, but what's doubly disturbing is that those involved in the "process 
before the process" seem to have thought that they needed to keep things in the shadows, 
suggesting a bit of guilt?  I realize that many will say that this is the way things work: if things get 
too public too soon, then the developers will skitter off, prices will get out of whack, whatever...  
The thing is that so many of the development plans that have occurred in this city since I 
became interested in city politics (I've lived in ann Arbor since 1985 -- it's home for me now) 
have had this same pattern: a shrouded pre-process, an invitation to the public to bring their 
ideas forward, a nice thank you and a bit of happy talk for citizen involvement, and then a return 
to what seems to have been pre- ordained.  It's disheartening.  It works against citizen 
involvement.  It makes us cynical.  My politics are pretty leftie but end up voting Democratic 
because that's what we have to work with. 
 



But I'm really beginning to wonder if this one party city needs a shake-up.  At the very least, I 
hope my time won't be wasted by the continual repeat of this pattern any longer. 
 
With best wishes, 
 
Tom Fricke 
222 North 7th St. 
 
 
 
1/19/10 
Does Ann Arbor need a hotel/convention center.....or does Ann Arbor need a space where our 
community can gather to celebrate, play, relax, sing, dance, create, and display art? 
 
In my mind, those two options are what it's coming down to for the downtown library lot. 
 
Liberty Plaza does not work as the open meeting/art space many Ann Arbor citizens and 
residents are envisioning.  However, the library lot is perfect....and the possibilities for its use 
are endless. With a blank slate to work from, community input would be valuable for defining 
and creating a creative open space in downtown Ann Arbor. 
 
Everyone I discuss this with shares my concerns that the powers-that-be want a convention 
center and nothing but. OK, if that's what you're set on, put it where Liberty Plaza is. The space 
does not work well for an open arts/meeting space....it's too confined, too small, and not as 
perfect a location as next door to Ann Arbor's downtown library.  The corner of Division/Liberty, 
Liberty Plaza's location, is a perfect halfway point between downtown and campus....and thus a 
great spot for a convention center that would be used by both town and gown. 
 
I urge you PLEASE to take your constituents wishes into consideration.  This is the last space 
our community owns in the central city that can support this important....and greatly 
needed...civic function. 
 
Thank you for considering my input. 
 
Vicki Honeyman 
Ann Arbor resident for 41 years 


